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The Social Network’s Influences On 
Individual Performance. 
Are your friends responsible for your marks at 
university? 
 

 

1 Introduction 

In the past century, social network analysis has gained significant importance not only 
in but also beyond the field of sociology. According to Freeman in his 2006 overview of 
social network research “social network analysis is currently very ‘hot’”. The most 
significant increase in publications can be seen in the last 30 years starting off when the 
first Journal “Social Networks” was published in 1978. Social network analysis “is 
finally succeeding in providing an alternative to the traditional individualism of most 
mainstream social research”. (Freeman 2006). 

The concept of social networks was initially used in the early days of the 19th 
century with the first scholar “that proposed a way of looking at society in terms of the 
interconnections among social actors” (Freeman 2006). Émile Durkheim and Ferdinand 
Tönnies continued in the late 19th century with the idea that groups are interlinked 
through personal and direct ties and therefore do not consist of individual properties but 
exist in their own reality. Throughout the early years of the 20th century and especially 
around the 1950s it has been relatively quiet in social network research. Only Milgram’s 
small world experiment could disrupt the silence in 1967. With this experiment on the 
social separation of men his article gained worldwide acceptance. In its basic idea the 
experiment consisted of several letters that were sent out to random people in the United 
States. Each person was randomly assigned another person unknown to that first person. 
The first person was instructed to try to send this letter to a friend that might know the 
target person. Finally, the chain of friends the letter took to reach the target person was 
examined. As a result Milgram found that each person on the planet is separated by six 
degrees of separation (Milgram 1969). In 1973 Mark Granovetter published his widely 
cited work “The strength of weak ties” examining the information flow between actors 
in a social networks. Weak ties are ties that connect actors that rarely see or speak to 
each other but still know each other. He found out that especially between weak ties the 
flow of new and valuable information is higher as there is little overlapping between 
information and information sources. Granovetter was graduate student of Harrison 
White who is also an important contributor to social network theory (Azarian 2005; 
Freeman 2006). White created a number of mathematical models of social structure. 
Among them are block models, vacancy chains and models of social structure that use 
pattern of relations to define an actor within a network as opposed to attributes and 
attitudes. 

1.1 Aim & Motivation 

This paper is finally motivated by the work of Nicholas A. Christakis and James H. 
Fowler on influence within social networks. Nicholas A. Christakis is Professor for 
Medicine at Harvard Medical School, Professor for Sociology at Harvard Faculty of 



Arts and Science and Professor for Medical Sociology in the Department of Health Care 
Policy. He is an internist and social scientist who conducts research on social factors 
that affect health, health care, and longevity. James H. Fowler is a social scientist 
specializing in social networks, cooperation, political participation, and genopolitics. He 
is currently Professor of Medical Genetics in the School of Medicine and Professor of 
Political Science in the Division of Social Science at the University of California, San 
Diego. 

Christakis and Fowler used a variety of sets of data to show the contagious effect 
of happiness, obesity, smoking and many more on actors within social networks. In 
their work they showed that these aspects of personal behavior that are featured mainly 
by personality traits are under constant influence by the people around us. These people 
might be part of our family, our neighbors or our friends. 

The aim of this paper is to drive the number of aspects under influence further and 
extend the field of research to students and their grade point average. I will show that 
our own social network that is around us almost twenty-four hours a day has a deep 
impact on our performance in life. That is not just graduation marks at university but 
also work performance and ultimately general performance every day. I will use the 
results of a study of university students (n=63), that were asked to report their grade 
point average (GPA) in both high school and university and a number of friends they 
spent significant time with, and apply social network analysis methods to identify 
influence between students on their respective performance during their studies. By 
doing so I will show that close friends will have an impact on how well an individual is 
doing in his or her life. The analysis is not from an information flow perspective as 
Granovetter sees it, where the constant flow of new and valuable information results in 
the cutting edge. The analysis rather takes into account the fact that specific personality 
traits are responsible for how well we are doing in life. These personality traits, as 
Christakis and Fowler have showed, tend to spread from actor to actor and therefore 
influence others. I will prove that this also applies to personality traits responsible for 
individual performance in both university and working environments. 

Finally, I will elaborate on the strength and limitations of this method and on how 
the concept can be used to create a large-scale analysis to tighten the results. I will also 
evaluate the study’s results and derive suggestions for further action in the domain of 
team performance within professional work environments. 

1.2 Concepts 

Let me now examine a number of definitions and concepts that embody specific parts of 
a social network. I will reference to those in this paper. Most definitions will be 
common knowledge in the field of social network analysis. Some definitions are altered 
to serve the specific purpose of this paper. 

1.2.1 Network 

A network or social network is the whole set of egos, alters and the relations between 
them. It can be plotted in graphs and statistical methods can be applied to find repeating 
pattern or specific properties. The smallest social network consists of two actors A and 
B that are connected to each other. Furthermore, there can be different types of social 
networks depending on the linking element. There can be social networks that consist of 
friendship relations, of work relations or of family relations. Hence, “different types of 
relations identify different networks” (Knoke and Yang 2008). A typical example of a 
social network is the personal network of a person’s friends: One person knows several 
others and those again might now some of the people the person knows but also know 
individuals beyond that.  



1.2.2 Actor 

Social network analysis is concerned with interlinking different subjects in network 
structures. An actor is a single, discrete entity that can be either an individual or a social 
unit such as a family or a company. In each person’s individual friendship network that 
person is an actor as well as his or her friends are actors. In a political network, different 
actors might be the parties involved in a decision as well as the companies and the 
citizens that are affected thereof. I will use the term actor to refer to students that have 
participated in the study. Different actors can be interlinked in direction or non-
directional relations. 

1.2.3 Ego & Alter 

The concept of “ego” relates to a single actor within a network. It might be a natural 
person such as a student or a friend but can also stand for a unit of a company or a 
company itself. In this study we will talk about “Ego” as a single student. The 
difference to the general term actor is the fact that ego can only appear in combination 
with a perspective. When talking about an actor as ego then everything that applies to 
ego applies to the actor from his or her point of view. 

Each ego will have zero to unlimited alters. Alters exist only with relation to an 
ego to which they are directly connected. Such as egos, alters are actors that have a 
perspective attached. I will talk about alters as participants that were nominated by an 
ego as being a friend. 

1.2.4 Relations 

A relation is what connects ego to alter. They can be directional and non-directional, 
indicating whether there is a connection from ego to alter and whether this connection is 
reciprocal or not. I will talk in this study about directional relations. What is transported 
via relations within a social network can be different. For instance, Granovetter talks 
about information that are forwarded through relations (Granovetter 1973; Granovetter 
2005). In one of his examples he refers to information as information about job 
opportunities. A job seeking person gets a valuable tip from a close friend about a job 
offering that then leads to new employment for this specific person. We can easily think 
of other examples such as information about events happening in the surrounding area 
or novel information about a family member’s feelings. In contrast to that, I am talking 
about influence that is forwarded through relations. One could argue that influence is 
exerted through information as information may lead a person to behave in a way that 
would have not happened without that information. I totally agree, but I would go a step 
further and say that influence is a meta category to information. Influence can not only 
be exerted by novel information but also by means of behaving, acting and responding. 
It is not uncommon that close friends tend to have similar verbal expressions or similar 
way of behaving after a while. Someone who is impressively eager in learning or 
focused while working may lead close others to be more eager and more focused 
themselves. In a nutshell, a relation is a connection between two actors through which 
influence is exerted from alter to ego. 

1.2.5 Group & Clique 

Groups are subparts of networks and therefore can be described by the same structural 
properties as networks. If we look at the world’s population, we will see that there is 



just one social network that connects all people on the planet1. All networks that are 
studied are groups of this global network. But in contrast to a social network, within a 
study there can be many groups that are created to serve a specific purpose and 
discarded when calculations have been executed on them. Most the time this purpose is 
to compare two or more groups with each other in order to gain new knowledge. For 
example, I will compare groups of friends with groups of randomly assigned actors. 
Thus, groups appear in combination with measurements and are determined be them. 
Furthermore, members of a group have one or many attributes in common that make 
them a group. This can be same age, same gender or same high school grade. Finally, a 
group is a finite set of members of a social network with a definite number of members. 
Once calculations start members are neither added to nor removed from a group. 

A clique within a social network is a special type of a group. Only those groups 
are cliques where all members are adjacent to each other. It is a “maximal complete sub 
graph of three or more nodes” (Wasserman and Faust 1995). If there is a group of four 
friends and all friends know each other, this group is a clique. A clique’s density is 
therefore always 1.00. 

1.2.6 Centrality 

Centrality is a way of defining the most important actor within a network. The concept 
of degree centrality takes into account the number of ties an actor has to other actors. 
The more the actor is connected to others the higher the centrality index is. Two 
methods to calculate an actor’s degree of centrality are InDegree centrality and 
eigenvector centrality. InDegree centrality in a directed social network considers only 
incoming ties from alter to ego. Eigenvector centrality is a more advanced approach to 
InDegree centrality. It is a recursive function of InDegree centrality, weighting each 
incoming connection from alter to ego with alters’ eigenvector score. 

1.2.7 Density 

For each network one can compute a specific density. The density indicates how 
closely-knit a network is. This is done by counting all existing ties and dividing this 
number by all possible ties. The higher this fraction is, the higher the network’s density 
is. Densities can also be applied to groups. Cliques always have a density of 1.00. 

For example, Granovetter concluded that density has an impact on the stability of 
social norms. Social problems as the free-rider problem are less likely to happen in 
small, dense networks since “actors in such networks typically internalize norms that 
discourage free riding and emphasize trust” (Granovetter 2005). 

1.3 Current Research 

In one of their papers, the two researchers Nicholas A. Christakis and James H. Fowler 
measure the impact of social networks on obesity. To answer this question they used 
data from the Framingham Heart Study. This study is a long-term, ongoing 
cardiovascular study on residents of the town of Framingham, Massachusetts, USA. It 
began in 1948 with 5,209 adult subjects and is still ongoing on its third generation of 
participants (Dawber 1980). A total of 12,067 subjects from the period between 1971 
and 2003 were examined. Christakis and Fowler found out that chance of becoming 

                                                 
1 One could argue that there are tribes that live independently from civilization. But to know about 

these tribes, they need to be discovered and those who discovered them are without any doubt 
socially connected to them and bridge them to the civilized world. By being “connected” I talk 
about being aware of each other or having knowledge of each other’s existence. 



obese increased by 57%, if that specific person had a friend who became obese during 
that period. Among pairs of adult siblings, if one sibling became obese, the chance the 
other would become obese still increased by 40%. Same is valid for spouses with a 
probability of 37%. Their paper shows that obesity, as a result of specific behavior, is 
influenced by a person’s social network (Christakis and Fowler 2007). 

In another paper Christakis and Fowler used the same Framingham Heart Study 
data to examine the spread of happiness in social networks. In this paper they drew on a 
sample of 4,739 individuals from the period of 1983 to 2003. By applying methods of 
social network analysis they found out that a friend living within a mile radius 
becoming happier increases the chance for others to become happier by 25%. This also 
holds true for co resident spouses and siblings who live within a mile and next door 
neighbors. They showed that happiness depends on others with whom one is connected 
(Fowler and Christakis 2008). 

In a third paper they conducted research on “The Collective Dynamics of 
Smoking in a Large Social Network”. Christakis and Fowler measured the extent of the 
person-to-person spread of smoking behavior in a large social network. Their data was 
again the Framingham Heart Study and again they used the same 12,067 subjects that 
were used to study the spread of obesity. The results were that smoking cessation of a 
spouse decreased a person's chances of smoking by 67%. Smoking cessation by a 
sibling decreased the chances by 25%. Smoking cessation by a friend decreased the 
chances by 36%. Among persons working in a small firm, smoking cessation by a 
coworker decreased chances of others smoking by 34%. The higher the education of 
friends is, the higher is the influence between them. For neighbors in the immediate 
geographic area theses effects could not be seen. With these findings Christakis and 
Fowler could proof that smoking behavior spreads through close and distant social ties 
(Christakis and Fowler 2008). 

In a different study Ann L. Shattuck, Emily White and Alan R. Kristal examined 
the effect of a wife’s low-fat diet on the husband’s fat consumption. As a follow-up to 
the Women’s Health Trial the team sent out dietary and health questionnaires to a 
randomly selected sample of participants. They found an absolute difference in fat 
intake between groups of 4 percent. The “wife’s attitude and fat intake were among the 
most important predictors of her husband’s fat intake”. Thus, the specific and individual 
traits towards food consumption spreads through social networks (Shattuck, White et al. 
1992). 

In a 2006 controlled field experiment Armin Falk and Andrea Ichino studied peer 
effects on the output of filling letters into envelopes. In order to gain their results the 
team recruited 24 subjects and allocated them to their task either alone or in pairs. Eight 
subjects were given the task to fill letters into envelopes alone. 16 subjects, forming 
eight teams, were given the instruction to work in pairs. They found evidence of peer 
effects in pair treatment because the standard deviations of output were smaller within 
pairs then between pairs and average output was higher in the pair treatment. Thus, 
peers effect each other not only in the spread of personality traits but also in terms of 
motivation and productivity (Falk and Ichino 2006). 

In 1996 Gerhard Blickle analyzed the relationships between personality traits, 
learning strategies, and performance. He conducted two multivariate studies that yielded 
two factors as influential on academic performance: Consciousness and openness to 
experience(Blickle 1996). 



2 Do peers influence each other? 

The question I am trying to answer is: Does a person’s performance in his or her 
everyday life, whether at work or in private, depend on with whom he or she is 
befriended or not? The dictionary puts performance equal to accomplishment, execution 
and fulfillment “usually with regard to effectiveness” (Neufeldt and Guralnik 1994). 
Performance in this context means the extent to which a person does something good or 
bad. In university performance is reflected by the student’s grades. The higher the 
grades are the higher the performance. In a working environment we could measure 
performance in terms of monetary outcome. In sport performance could be measured in 
time a runner needs to complete a given track or in the number of goals a soccer player 
scores. In academic research people tend to measure performance in the number of 
publications in specific journals. In one’s everyday life performance is the sum of all 
achievements in different fields. Fields range from sports through university over work 
to hobbies. Thus, I will talk about performance as the level of achievements over the 
course of life. 

But in order to conduct a study where we can compare performance, we need a 
quantifiable measure. Performance in the way just described is not quantifiable. One 
could measure the number of achievements per person in his or her life but we cannot 
guarantee that all these achievements are equally easy to achieve. Moreover, there is 
doubt about what exactly counts as achievement and in order to take all achievements of 
a person into account we would have to follow that person throughout his or her life. It 
follows that we need some sort of proxy to performance that is both quantifiable and 
can reliably reflect a person’s true performance. As before, we could use a person’s 
monthly income to calculate performance. But even though monetary figures are 
quantifiable there is too much bias involved. The salary is not solely set by the 
employee’s performance and is also under influence of supply and demand. 
Additionally, benefits as a corporate car, discounts on products or other job specific 
adjustments have an impact on the salary. We could also rely on the ability of people to 
evaluate the performance of their peers. Since 2006 this is called crowd sourcing (Howe 
2006). The idea behind crowd sourcing is to draw knowledge or information from a 
large number of novice individuals rather than from a small group of experts to solve 
problems or help form inventions. Mathematics ensures that small deviations in the data 
are flattened by the sheer number of contributors. With each new contributor the impact 
of a single contributor diminishes reducing the impact each mistakes has. In small 
expert groups, each mistake counts more as there is just as limited number of experts in 
this group. Considering the fact that there are only a limited number of peers being able 
to evaluate someone else correctly we cannot count on mathematics to correctly 
measure an individual’s performance. Furthermore, performance is a vague definition 
and it is difficult to ensure that all evaluating respondents have the same understanding 
of performance. 

It is hence necessary to find a proxy to measure one’s performance that is 
quantifiable and ideally objectively set by an independent authority. In addition, each 
individual under examination should have been evaluated against this method. A proxy 
that meets these criteria is the GPA. The GPA is the average of all grades achieved in 
either high school or university. Because the GPA is a number, it is easily quantifiable 
and comparable. Furthermore, when we pick university students as participants, all of 
them went through high school as well as university examination and grades of both 
institutions are therefore available. The criterion in question is the objectivity of grades.  
Still, grades achieved in both high school and university are always influenced by the 
teacher in charge (Ickes-Dunbar 2004). But there are also authors saying that 



“performance is objectified by grades” (Bernstein 2000). And just like it behaves with 
crowd sourcing, if we assume that we always have an existing yet always different 
deviation of the given grade from the real performance, we can say that this deviation is 
flattened by the large number of grades that lead to the GPA. Furthermore, when we 
consider that we will take a large number of individual GPAs into account, the impact 
of the deviation of a single grade is diminishing small given the large number of grades 
that are hence used for calculation. 

How do we finally measure the impact of friends on a person’s performance? 
Duckworth and Seligman found that “self-discipline predicted academic performance 
more robustly than did IQ” (Duckworth and Seligman 2005) and in another study 
conducted by Chamorro-Premuzic et. al. there was “modest but significant correlations 
between conscientiousness and academic performance” (Chamorro-Premuzic and 
Furnham 2003). Additionally, Blickle found that the two character traits 
conscientiousness and openness to experience drive academic performance (Blickle 
1996). We hence know that the GPA is under strong influence of specific personality 
traits. We therefore need a way to show that these personality-traits are under constant 
influence by close friends. The Studies of Christakis and Fowler on the spread of 
happiness, smoking or obesity, etc. in social networks deliver us with this proof 
(Christakis and Fowler 2007; Christakis and Fowler 2008; Fowler and Christakis 2008; 
Fowler and Christakis 2008; Nicholas A. Christakis 2010). Thus, the underlying magic 
of this study is to build a social network reflecting the relationships between the 
participants to show in which ways they influence each other. Necessary data are the 
names of close friends as well as high school and university GPA of each participant 
and the respective data of the named friends. We can then plot a graph of the actual 
social network and use social network analysis methods to identify correlations between 
grades and network positions of individuals or whole sub-networks with special 
properties. 

In this chapter I will first elaborate in detail on which data was collected and in 
what ways the data collection was realized. Then I will explain the methods applied to 
interpret this set of data and how these methods can be improved. Finally I will present 
the unique results that can be derived from the set of data. 

2.1 Data 

In my study I relied on two measures that can both reflect individual performance, 
include a temporal perspective and are objective. 

Changes in individual performance are a process that does not happen from one 
day to another. Hence, in order to conduct a study that measures the impact of anything 
on individual performance it is necessary to apply longitudinal analysis that can catch 
the changes in individual behavior over a long period of time. Large studies like the 
ones conducted by Christakis and Fowler (2007, 2008) therefore take a large body of 
data collected over two decades into consideration. Ideally, that is research that has been 
done by others in a similar field that can be taken to extract valuable network and 
performance data. Also Baldwin, Bedell and Johnson (1997) mention the limitation of 
the one-time questionnaire aspect of their study on network effects on student 
satisfaction and performance within a team-based M.B.A. program. They state that their 
study design “precludes ironclad causal inferences”(Timothy T. Baldwin 1997). 
Unfortunately, it is extremely difficult to find reliable data that suits the needs and has 
the ability to reflect changes over a long period of time. If such data is not available it 
increases the efforts for research many times. When time limitations are one restriction 
it is important to collect data that is both available and has the ability to reflect long 
term changes. 



 Besides that the measures also had to cover a period that can be clearly 
differentiated in terms of one’s social network. In order to measure the effects of an 
individual’s social network on that one’s performance it was necessary to take a period 
of time where this social network remained stable. In my terms a network remains 
stable when important network actors do not change. In other words, it remains stable 
when one’s friends remain the same over the whole period of research. Finally, these 
two measures had to be as objective as possible to rule out any bias. 

I identified the individual high school GPA and a person’s university degree 
GPA suitable figures that meet these requirements. The temporal perspective of both 
measures holds because on average there is a time difference of three years between 
high school graduation and graduation from university in Germany. Furthermore, the 
network remains stable because during a bachelor degree a student meets new people 
that accompany him or her throughout the whole course. The aspect of objectivity has 
been discussed above. Many papers use the GPA to assess performance (Timothy T. 
Baldwin 1997; Duckworth and Seligman 2005) and Johnson (1997) says that the 
“Grade point average, or GPA, is the most widely used summary of undergraduate 
student performance in our educational system”. 

Besides the individual performance, it was important to build a social network 
around the participants. But there is not just one social network, which leads us to the 
main question: Which social network is the network that leads to the most influence in 
individual performance? McPherson mentions “marriage, friendship, work, advice, 
support, information transfer, exchange, co-membership” and other types of social 
networks that exist between people (Miller McPherson 2001). Christakis and Fowler 
even build up social networks that consist of sexual intercourse (Nicholas A. Christakis 
2010). In order to reliably give proof of the influence of the GPA of one student on 
another it was important to choose the network with the highest probability of influence. 
Christakis et. al. showed that friendship networks are among all social networks those 
with an high influence of individual actors on each other2 (Christakis and Fowler 2007; 
Christakis and Fowler 2008). This argument is emphasized by Marsden et. al.’s (1993) 
conclusion that “influence tends to occur among actors with consistent interests (Peter 
V. Marsden 1993). I therefore chose to create a network of friendships. 

The question was what properties a friend needs to have to be a suitable network 
actor in this social network. Despite Granovetter arguing that the most novel 
information flows between weak ties (Granovetter 1973) the highest influence happens 
between strong ties (Shattuck, White et al. 1992; Christakis and Fowler 2007; Christakis 
and Fowler 2008; Fowler and Christakis 2008; Nicholas A. Christakis 2010). The aim 
was therefore to build a friendship network out of close friends. Webster’s Dictionary 
translates friends as “intimate associate” or “close acquaintance” (Neufeldt and 
Guralnik 1994). Hence, in this definition close friends are friends that spend a lot of 
time together in their private life, who discuss personal matters and are loyal towards 
each other. 
 After having defined the target social network it was important to collect all 
relevant information. In an online questionnaire each participant was asked to name five 
friends. To ask for five friends instead of more or less follows two good reasons:  The 
first reason follows a more technical aim. When collecting research data the response 
rate is of central importance in order to collect a suitably large body of data in a 
reasonable amount of time. With internet-based surveys, the smaller the questionnaire 

                                                 
2 Christakis et. al (2010) also use networks of sexual intercourse to get a network of even higher 

“friendship” but because these connections are rather rare and also happen in most cases only 
between people of different sex the use of this type of network was inappropriate in this case. 



the higher the response rate (Deutskens, de Ruyter et al. 2004). A number of five friends 
is therefore short enough to yield a high response rate and long enough to not cut off 
important nominations. For 34.9% of the respondents five friends were still too many as 
they did not enter all five friends. The second reason is about prioritization. The aim 
was to ask for the closest and therefore most important of all friends a participant has. A 
maximum of five friends forces the respondents to fully concentrate on the five most 
important friends in their lives because they had only five “votes” to give away. Thus, 
reducing the number of possible nominations lets user focus on their most important 
friends. 
 To maximize the use of doing a survey, I also asked for the respondent’s 
perception whether the named friend did better or worse in their university degree. 
Although it was not the first aim to test for the effect of perception it was a welcomed 
way to test for one more metric. In order to simplify the questionnaire and increase 
response rate the survey asked for each friend whether he or she did better, as good as 
oneself, or worse in his or her studies. 
 The scope of students was limited to two important variables: Students of 
Bachelor of Arts in Business Economics and students at Witten/Herdecke University. In 
order to create a social network it is important that each actor that is named by a 
respondent can be matched to the right set of data the named person has filled in. Every 
record containing the personal data of a random person is associated with a name. In 
order to fully match named students and individual records the survey had to be free of 
spelling mistakes. This can only be accomplished by giving the respondents a valid list 
of possible friends they could fill in. Furthermore, in order to notify students to fill in 
their data it was necessary that for each named person valid contact details were 
available. Hence, it was important to predefine a set of possible students which was 
only possible by limiting the whole set of students to Witten/Herdecke University. 
 The limitation to students of Bachelor of Science in Business Economics comes 
from the fact that they undergo the same degree and therefore attend same or at least 
similar courses. As a result from that the same course’s examinations are the same and 
thus any grading biases can be ruled out. Second, the bachelor degree takes only three 
years of completion, which fits in the temporal horizon of the study. In addition to that 
the group of students of Bachelor of Science is the largest group at Witten/Herdecke 
University that graduates with a Bachelor degree, yielding the highest probability of a 
large sample size. 
 The survey itself was delivered through a special website. Each respondent got a 
unique URL that guided him or her to a page that already contained some basic 
information. The contact data for each student was retrieved from the university’s 
address book. Because the survey could only be opened on exclusive invitation it was 
ensured that only students from Witten/Herdecke University were able to fill in the 
form. Once a respondent filled in and submitted the form the system automatically 
informed the named friends. They were told that they have been mentioned in the 
survey and are hence important parts of the overall process followed by a request to fill 
in the survey themselves. In case this person then followed the request and submitted 
the survey as well a new set of friends was informed about the survey. From a 
researchers perspective the snow-ball-characteristics of the system helped to reduce 
efforts to find the right respondents as the social network was build almost on its own. 
There was only a need to trigger the process by manually asking possible respondents to 
fill in the form and to sometimes fill structural holes to ensure sound network data. 



In summary, I collected 63 qualified answers with each up to five friends and 
both high school GPA and university degree GPA. All of these 63 answers were 
interlinked in a large directed social network. 

2.2 Methods applied 

The question whether friends influence each other in terms of academic performance is 
clearly a matter in the field of behavioral and social science. But in order to quantify 
influences and measure the impact that is done by one friend on the other, statistical 
methods are necessary. Also, the study makes extensive use of the relations among 
friends and the influence that arises from there. These fields are combined in social 
network analysis and as Wassermann, et. al. put it: 

“Many researchers have realized that the network perspective allows new leverage for 

answering standard social and behavioral science research questions by giving precise formal 

definition to aspects of the political, economic, or social structural environment. From the view 

of social network analysis, the social environment can be expressed as patterns or regularities 

on relationships among interacting units.” 

Hence, I will use measures of social network analysis to find and interpret correlations 
in metrics between different actors within the given social network. 
 The analysis is broadly divided into two parts: Network-wide analysis and Ego-
centered analysis. The main difference between both is the perspective from which we 
will look at the data. Network-wide analysis deals with significant patterns between 
individual actors, groups of actors or the whole network. We will have a broad 
overview of what is happening in the network as a whole. For example, how does an 
individual GPA relate to the overall GPA average of the network? How are GPAs  

Fig. 1: The graph of the resulting social network 



 

Fig. 2: Examples of a star network and a circle network (modeled after Wassermann and Faust, 

1995) 

 
spread within the network compared to a specific sub network? The network-wide 
analysis is more a macro level analysis then looking at individuals. The ego-centered 
approach is the micro level analysis starting with the single actor and expanding the 
research to comparison groups that are related to this actor. There we look at how a 
single actor’s properties relate to properties of friends. This might be the question 
whether an individual’s GPA is connected to his or her friend’s GPA or what type of 
friends is closely related to what GPA? 

2.2.1 Networkwide analysis 

In this section I will examine regular patterns on a network-wide macro level. I will first 
investigate, whether an actor that has been nominated by a large number of other actors 
has any influence on a networks average GPA. After that I will try to find out if GPAs 
among friends are closer to each other than throughout the whole network.  

2.2.1.1 Influence of actors with high degree of Centrality on their surrounding 

network 

The question is whether a specific position within a network yields the possibility of 
certain influence on the network’s GPA. We know that friends are influential towards 
each other. We also know that centrality is the structural property that is most often 
associated with influence in a network (Friedkin 1993; Raymond T. Sparrowe 2001). 
We may thus derive the assumption that a friend who holds a central position within a 
network influences the network’s performance. There are many measures of centrality 
 (Wasserman and Faust 1995). We will concentrate here on two measures: InDegree and 
eigenvector.  
The concept of degree centrality takes into account the number of ties an actor has to 
other actors. The more the actor is connected to others the higher the centrality index is. 
To illustrate, this imagine a star network (a) and a circle network (b). A star network 
consists of one central actor who has  ties to other actors. The remaining  
actors have each one tie to the central actor. It is obvious that the central actor is the one 
with the highest centrality index. In contrast to the star network resides the circle 

 



network where each actor has two ties in total: one to each neighbor. Here it is obvious 
that there is no actor who is more central than anyone of the others. InDegree in a 
directed social network then considers only incoming ties. In our study a tie is only 
relevant for ego’s InDegree index when alter nominated ego as a friend. 
But why may an actor with a high InDegree index influence his or her network? We 
know that each ego is influenced by his or her friends. These are the friends each 
participant nominated that influence him or her most. We count a nomination of alter by 
ego as a directed connection from ego to alter. For each nomination alter receives an 
incoming tie because that person seems to have had an influence on ego. The more 
incoming connections an alter or an actor receives, the more influential he or she is. 
Because the more incoming ties an actor has the higher the InDegree index is we can 
thus take InDegree centrality for an indicator for influence. 

In order to find proof of a correlation between the most influential actor’s GPA 
and the network-wide GPA we needed a number of actor-network-GPA combinations. 
Just one single occurrence does not allow concluding to the basic population. Instead of 
creating more social networks of the same type I divided the existing network into 
subgroups according to their respective density. The density gives us an idea about how 
closely-knit the network is. Each network has a different density and within networks 
there are also sub networks with different density. Because the higher the density the 
tighter a network is, I used the density to identify subgroups. To identify subgroups I 
computed three sub networks with each 20 actors that have the highest possible density 
meaning that these are the three subgroups that are connected most closely3. For each of 
the three subgroups I could calculate the most central actor in terms of InDegree 
centrality. In the next step I could then compute the average GPA within each subgroup. 
To find any relevant influences I took the average GPA and determined its correlation 
with the most central actor’s GPA. 

I also tested for correlation between the subgroup’s GPA and the most central 
actor in terms of eigenvector. The concept of eigenvector takes the InDegree concept to 
the next level by weighting incoming ties with the emitting actor’s eigenvector. It is 
therefore a recursive function that assigns each actor a centrality index equal to the sum 
of each incoming tie that is multiplied with the emitting actor’s centrality index. In the 
first iteration each actor is a centrality index of one assigned. The function then repeats 
itself a given number of times and returns the centrality index for each actor. 
The reasoning why this procedure is a valid way to measure influence within networks 
is the same as for the InDegree centrality. It is only more precise, because it is a 
recursive function that repeats itself and hence the influential power of other actors is 
also taken into account (Wasserman and Faust 1995). 

2.2.1.2 Standard deviation within close friends and within network 

The underlying assumption of this paper is that over time a friend’s academic 
performance will be automatically aligned to his or her friend’s performance. Provine 
calls this “synchronizing the state of a group” (Provine 2005). The gap between both 
friends’ performance will be smaller and grades will be closer to each other. The more 
two friend’s performances are in line the closer the grades lie to the mean. The more 
different two friend’s performance is, the further away the grades lie from the mean. In 
statistics the degree to which the values of an independent random variable are in line 
with each other is represented by the variable’s standard deviation. Technically the 
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hand the smaller a group the less reliable the average GPA is. It remains that to solve this 
dilemma a larger sample of participants is necessary. 



standard deviation of a statistical population is the square root of its variance. The 
variance again is the sum of all squared differences between each value and the mean 
divided by the number of values.  
 When we assume that friends influence each other and positive influence is 
represented by grades that lie closer to each other than on average we can use the 
standard deviation of an actor’s friend’s grades and compare it to a control group to find 
proof for influence in social networks. In order to find proof the standard deviation of 
an actor’s friend’s grades needs to be smaller than in the control group indicating that 
grades lie closer to each other.  

I used two different ways of grouping friends together. The first approach is 
pretty straight forward. Because we are looking for actors within a network that are 
closely connected we can rely on the subgroups of first-level-friends within the main 
network. These subgroups each consist of one ego and zero to five alters that were 
nominated by ego when answering to the survey. The structure of this network is 
therefore a star having ego in the center with outgoing ties to different alters. The 
advantage of this method is the easy access to the network information as there is no 
need for further computation of subgroups. The subgroups are already available as data 
sets in the database. The only requirement is to match the nominated alters to their 
respective GPA. The disadvantage of this method is that it relies heavily on the 
information provided by a single respondent. If the respondent did not enter any alters a 
standard deviation could not be computed as there need to be more than a single value 
to calculate standard deviations. A second disadvantage is that this method does only 
pay attention to outgoing ties from ego to alter and not incoming ties to ego from other 
alters. The fact that ego could also be nominated by other respondents is ignored. The 
reliability of the data is thus limited. In order to eliminate this inaccuracy I used an 
algorithm by Borgatti et. al. (2002) that optimizes a cost function to find a predefined 
number of clique-like structures within a network using a tabu search method. The 
algorithm by Borgatti et. al. (2002) then tries to find the desired number of structures 
that are most like cliques. In other words the algorithm tries to find  subgroups that 
have the highest density within the given network. The structure of these subgroups is 
not star-like because now alters can also be tied together. Important in this approach is 
the overall density of ties between the actors. In order to find a comparable index for the 
influence within these groups I first computed twelve non-overlapping and independent 
groups. For each group I calculated the standard deviation of all actor’s BA GPAs and 
created the average of all standard deviations to end up with a single, comparable 
number. 

This algorithm is more precise than selecting star-like cases of ties from ego to 
alter. Because the closer actors are, the higher their influence is and the fact that this 
algorithm uses measures of density to determine subgroups and it selects those groups 
with the highest density, the influence among members of these groups must be higher 
than within star-like subgroups. 

In terms of finding a control group, I also used two different approaches, 
because difficult is, what a valid control group is and how a valid control group is 
determined (Peter V. Marsden 1993). One way to find a control group was to use the 
same logic of computing group-related individual standard deviations as used before. 
One reason for doing so is the advantage that in this case the input data’s structure 
between the test group and the control group is relatively the same. In both cases groups 
are used to determine a group-related standard deviation and then compute the average 
over the whole set of groups. To create such control groups each respondent was 



assigned a random number between one and twelve4. By doing so I made sure that there 
was no real-life metric like geodesic distances or other structural properties responsible 
for forming the group that could have influenced the outcome. Disadvantageous is that 
by using random numbers it may still happen that actors are grouped together that are in 
each other’s neighborhood and thus are influential towards to each other. This problem 
may be solved my generating a large number of group samplings and then again 
computing the average of all these samples. Instead of doing many iterative 
calculations, I decided to verify these results by applying a second way of defining a 
control group. This approach is way much easier as I consider the whole network as a 
control group. This is applicable, because the whole network is less interconnected or 
less dense (0.0478) than the test groups (0.5325 on average). Furthermore, the whole 
network has not been chosen according to any network specific properties or structures. 

2.2.2 Egocentered analysis 

In this chapter, I will present my findings on influence among close friends on each 
other’s GPA. In contrast to the previous chapter the emphasis will be on small 
subgroups of friends. I will not talk about the influence of specific network position on 
an actor’s performance but will investigate the importance of an actor’s friend’s 
performance. It is more the micro perspective of the individual actor and his or her 
surroundings than the macro perspective of the whole network. Does one’s close 
friends’ performing better in high school have an influence on that person’s own 
performance? Do actors with friends of a higher academic aptitude perform better? 
 In my research I used two different yet closely related approaches. Both 
approaches measure the impact of an actor’s friends on his or her performance by 
looking at the friend’s performance compared to the actor. One approach looks at the 
number of friends that an actor has that performed better in high school than the actor 
him or herself. The other approach takes the actor’s friend’s average GPA into account. 
The question here was whether the fact that an actor’s friends as a whole are performing 
better or worse has an impact on the actor’s performance. The second approach is 
broader in scope than the first. It considers all friends to have an influence whereas the 
first approach considers only those friends who did better as influential. 

2.2.2.1 The impact of better performing friends 

There is a significant influence among friends regarding smoking behavior, the feeling 
of happiness or loneliness and obesity (Christakis and Fowler 2007; Christakis and 
Fowler 2008; Fowler and Christakis 2008; Cacioppo, Fowler et al. 2009). In this chapter 
I will suggest that there is also an existing influence regarding academic performance. 
The assumption is that friends tend to drag each other in their directions. A friend, who 
has higher achievements than oneself, causes us to improve. A friend, who has lower 
achievements, hence causes us to drop in performance. Because attitudes and specific 
character traits are drivers for individual performance, this assumption is in line with the 
fact that “attitudes are confirmed and reinforced when they are shared with the 
comparison group but altered when they are discrepant” (Erickson 1988; Peter V. 
Marsden 1993). 
 In order to conduct this analysis it is important to quantify the influence each 
actor is exposed to. This can be done by introducing a new metric: The Relative Friend 
Performance Score. This score indicates to which degree an actor’s friends as a whole 
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enough groups to calculate the GPA standard deviation as well as enough samples to calculate 
averages thereof. 



perform better or worse than him or herself. To calculate the score each friend that 
performed better in high school is assigned the value 1. Each friend that performed 
equally is assigned the number 0 and each friend that performed worse is assigned the 
number -1. The Relative Friend Performance Score is then the sum of these friend’s 
values. Let us assume an actor has five friends. Two of these friends did better in high 
school and three did worse than the actor. The Relative Friend Performance Score for 
this set of five friends relative to the actor is therefore -15. The higher the score is the 
higher is the influence towards better grades. The lower the score is the higher is the 
influence towards lower grades. A score of zero results in no influence. 
 A second metric that is needed to measure the influence of friends is the 
individual change in performance. The individual improvement needs to be quantified. 
We already know that we can use an actor’s GPA to measure his or her performance. 
But because the change in behavior and the effects on an actor’s performance are a time 
consuming process we need to pay attention to the longitudinal aspect. We will 
accomplish that by comparing the high school results of each actor with his or her 
university results. The fraction of both, university GPA divided by high school GPA, 
gives us the relative performance improvement. 
The idea is then to test for correlations between the Relative Friend Performance Score 
and individual improvements from high school GPA to university GPA. 
 

2.2.2.2 The impact of the whole set of friends 

As mentioned before we can also look at an actor’s set of friends as a whole. In this 
section, I ignored the detailed structure of how many friends did better, how many were 
as good as the actor and how many did worse and took a rather broad approach. Instead 
of quantifying the influence using the Relative Friend Performance Score I used the 
friend’s average high school GPA to determine, whether they all together performed 
better or worse than the actor. This change in the way the friend’s performance is 
measured and quantified is profound and implies a different way of thinking. The most 
critical aspect lies in the way the performance is calculated. The Relative Friend 
Performance Score is calculated by subtracting those friends that performed worse than 
the actor from the friends that performed better. This is different from the method 
applied in this case. Here the friend performance is determined by calculating the 
average of all friend’s GPAs. That is as simple as adding all GPAs together and 
dividing them by the number of friends. This resulting average GPA can be either better 
or worse than the actor’s GPA. In case it is better, the actor’s friends are considered to 
be performing better than the actor. In case the average GPA is lower than the actor’s 
GPA, the actor’s friends are considered to be performing worse than the actor. This 
bears one mathematical implication. One high performing friend can outweigh slightly 
underperforming others resulting in a positive friend performance measure where the 
Relative Friend Performance Score might have indicated a negative friend performance. 
Let us assume the actor having scored any random number of 5. His or her five friends 
have scored four times 4 and one time 10. The average score of the friends is 5.2 which 
is higher than 5, resulting in the friends to be considered better. The Relative Friend 
Performance Score instead would have resulted in a strong negative friend performance 
value of -3.6 By using the average GPA of an actor’s friend, the friends are given a 
different weighting according to their GPA. Hence, it is assumed that those friends, who 
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did either extraordinarily well or performed extraordinarily poor, have a greater impact 
on the actor’s performance than friends that were close to the mean. 

2.3 Methodological Review 

The basic idea behind this study was the desire to apply the concepts of social network 
influence measurement to a new field of research. The driving question was whether 
actors have an influence on each other’s academic performance when they are socially 
closely connected. In this section I will elaborate on the positive and negative key 
aspects during conceptualization, execution and evaluation of this study. 

As this research highly involves connections between actors and behavior in a 
social context it was obvious that the theory of social network analysis was of 
fundamental importance to this project. Social network theory is at its essence a 
statistical framework that draws on graph theory and graphs of social connections and 
relationships to gain insights into social behavior. One requirement of statistical 
analysis is sufficient data. Thus, in order to conduct the study it was necessary to either 
find or collect relevant data. I decided for collecting exactly the data that I needed to 
conduct the study. One way to collect relevant data is to create a survey that covers the 
needed information which can be evaluated later on. Unfortunately, research surveys 
can be a time consuming process. As mentioned above, I created a survey that featured 
a special type of snow ball system to help speed up the process. Nominated actors were 
emailed a message informing them about them being mentioned and asking them to fill 
in the survey themselves. The snowball system worked astonishing well. My first aim 
was to get about 50 qualified responses within four weeks. I ended up having 63 
qualified responses within three weeks. Though the system reinforced itself it was 
important to jump start it by calling or mailing about 20 to 30 people and asking them to 
participate in the study. After that the answers were rolling in. Most of the answers 
came during the first week. But because the process was self-triggered the results 
depended highly on the people who replied and who did not. As a result of that, the 
social network that was created emerged around those people who answered leaving 
holes of incomplete data sets every now and then. These holes came from the fact that 
some actors were mentioned but never filled in their respective high school and 
university GPA. In order to fill these holes it was important to contact these specific 
actors which took most of the second and third week. The snow ball system proved 
helpful and was of good help in collection responses. Needless to mention that this is 
only possible where all the relevant contact data is available as it was in this case. 

Difficult besides the hardly steerable self-iterating process were privacy fears 
that sometimes created reluctance. Respondents hesitated to fill in their perception of 
their friend’s academic performance. Others were not sure whether their name will 
show up in the study later on. In order to reduce privacy concerns as much as possible I 
thought about privacy issues from the very first moment. The whole survey was only 
accessible to those having received an invitation link drastically reducing the possibility 
of unauthorized persons seeing private data. Names of respondents were only used to 
map different actors to others in order to create the necessary social network. Wherever 
calculations were done, names were deleted from the records. The nature of statistical 
models ensured that single sets of data were combined to new figures making it 
impossible to reengineer and to recreate the original data records. The trust into the 
study and into the way private data were handled was established by demonstrating full 
transparency in the processes. Throughout the survey website it was stated what data 
was used, why I am asking for it, in which way I will be using the data and for how 
long. This procedure proved valuable in most cases resulting in a small number of five 
occasions where privacy concerns were raised. In three of five cases these concerns 



were resolved by giving further and more detailed information. Only two cases turned 
out to be unsolvable. Asking for certain information in a more subtle way could have 
reduced this number of concerns from the very beginning. 

Of higher importance and higher impact were connectional biases that 
influenced the results. Regarding the GPA as the ultimate way to objectify academic 
performance, I have to mention a strong discrepancy in grading practices among high 
schools and universities. Because the respondents attended different schools in different 
areas and the 16 regions in Germany each have their own academic system, 
comparability of high school GPAs is thus limited. The academic differences are as big 
as regions having twelve years of compulsory school attendance compared to others still 
having 13 years of compulsory school attendance. Also comparability is limited as there 
is no standardized graduation examination in Germany, resulting in many different 
ways of assessing academic performance. A second aspect comes from each person’s 
individual plans for his or her life. It is clear that different professions require different 
grades in university. Though this bias was addressed by concentrating on students of 
business economics, still within this group students have different aims in life that 
require different academic grades. As aims change and evolve throughout life, 
motivation changes and thus performance is influenced. Additionally there is a clear 
motivation that comes from the high school GPA itself. Data has shown that a low high 
school grade correlates positively with a high improvement from high school to 
university suggesting a significant impact of low high school grades on performance. 

Regarding the execution we can state positive as well as negative aspects. 
Mainly the execution speed was a significant advantage in this study. The use of the 
already mentioned snowball system increased return rates and made it possible to 
collect more data with less effort. Instead of four weeks that were calculated for this 
segment it took just about three weeks to get to the same number of participants. This is 
an increase by 25%. Helpful to this success was the fact that detailed contact 
information was available. I could draw on a database of e-mail addresses and names 
that is only available to members of this university in order to inform the relevant 
participants of about their importance to the study. Furthermore, a lean design of the 
questionnaire and clear communication of reasons and impact of the study as well as 
underlining the importance of every single participant additionally drove numbers of 
respondents significantly. There are three aspects that I consider as the most important 
drivers concerning the e-mail content: The first driver is a personalized greeting. Each 
and every e-mail started with the real first name of the recipient, differentiating the e-
mail from regular mailing list e-mails from the very beginning. Recipients feel 
personally addressed when opening the message resulting in an increase in response rate 
(Levinson, Levinson et al. 2007). The second driver was directly mentioning urgency 
and connecting this urgency with a social aspect. Since social networking websites like 
Facebook we know about the power of social contacts and how much friends can 
influence our behavior (Kirkpatrick 2010). Mentioning that a person has been 
nominated by one of his or her friends plays an important role: Mentioning that a known 
person has already answered to the survey lends credibility to the study hence reducing 
the personal threshold of replying. The third driver was again building on social 
relationships. I gave the messages a layout, writing style and tone that was far away 
from what is known from mass mailings and that concentrated on real life 
communications. I created a message template by picturing writing such an e-mail to the 
recipient in real thus giving it a look and feel of everyday mails. The personal look 
further drove response rates. Despite all optimization efforts, it was still a relatively 
difficult and frustrating task to convince students to respond to the survey. Just as with 
every other mass mailing, people either read mails too late, are too busy to act upon 



them or simply ignore them. Sometimes, when the nominated people did not respond to 
e-mails, it was necessary to follow up on automatically generated invitation e-mails by 
calling that particular person or writing additional e-mails. I used even other 
communication methods like Facebook messages and instant messaging to get people to 
fill in the survey. This proved especially important when the person in question was 
sitting at a from a social networking perspective central position. Because the whole 
system of inviting participants was more or less self-driven it happened a lot that 
individuals that got many nominations and that were linking salient subparts of the 
network did not participate in the survey thus leaving this spot blank. Because drawing 
conclusions from social networks relies per definition on the relations between actors, 
blank spots within a network can lead to incomplete datasets, thus resulting in invalid 
results. Trying to fill these blank spots by reaching out to those individuals emerged as a 
difficult to sometimes impossible task. 

In the phase of evaluation the software tools used to calculate networks, plot 
network graphs and find correlations as well as dependencies were crucial. I used a 
combination of Microsoft Excel, UCINET 6 with NetDraw by Analytic Technologies as 
well as IBM’s SPSS and my own software that I developed as needed. UCINET 6 was 
helpful when running standard calculations from network theory to find central actors, 
calculate densities and divide the network in sub networks upon theses parameters. 
NetDraw extended these functions by plotting graphical examples of the network in 
order to visualize and visually confirm results. I used Microsoft Excel and my own 
software to further extract data that could not be extracted by UCINET 6 or NetDraw or 
to transcribe existing data into a standardized format that could then be handed over to 
SPSS. In SPSS I finally combined the existing sets of data in order to apply statistical 
models such as correlation, partial correlation and regression analysis models. Most the 
time the different sets of data could be transcribed to fit together. 
 My approach had one downside. During the phase of evaluation and while 
putting numbers together for calculations, it became evident that the underlying models 
were defined too vaguely. It happened that in order to successfully compute one of the 
models, further information about the participants would have been necessary. But these 
information pieces were missing, because the questionnaire used to collect the data was 
not designed to collect exactly this type of information. One of the main pieces of 
information missing was the question, whether the participants and their friends knew 
each other throughout the whole time at university. Or did they just get to know each 
other at a time where one of them was already done with his or her degree leaving no 
possibility that he or she was ever influenced by his or her friend. 

2.4 Methodological advancements 

Besides actual research data that hints at significant influence among actors regarding 
individual performance, the study conducted serves as a first methodological field test. 
With every new approach there are many lessons learned which allow us to derive 
suggestions for further research. In this chapter I will present ideas and concepts for 
future studies. I will draw from experiences gained during the current study in terms of 
conceptualization, execution and evaluation. First, I will suggest improvements 
regarding the early conceptual period of the research study where foundations are laid 
for later. After that, I will turn the focus to the actual execution of the study and will 
identify ways to avoid difficulties in the future. Finally, I will elaborate on how to 
improve the statistical models used to identify and verify influence among actors. 

In what ways can we improve the conceptual stage and how do we address 
biases? One suggestion is to rely on data that comes from respondents that completed 
their education in similar environments. In terms of university this might be making 



sure that all respondents attended a university and studied a subject that includes a high 
amount of objectively measured data. This can be a subject where the same exams are 
taken independently from the issuing university. Degrees under governmental 
supervision such as law, pedagogies and medicine fall within this category. In medicine, 
for example, each year all students take the same exam and results are fully comparable. 
That would be one objectively comparable measure. A second one would be relying on 
students from the same school or, if there is not sufficient data available, from the same 
region where exams are taken together. In Germany, 15 out of 16 regions have 
introduced centralized high school examination. Final exams are set up and 
administered by a central authority increasing comparability among grades. 
Unfortunately central examination accounts for roughly 25% percent of the final high 
school GPA, leaving the majority of the assessment to individual decisions by teachers 
in charge. Nonetheless, this bias can be addressed by selecting respondents from the 
same school in the same region because as each region is responsible for their own 
educational system, we can ensure that students went through the same system of 
examination and are therefore more comparable than students from different regions. A 
new approach to this topic that reduces biases drastically would be then to choose 
respondents from a group that fulfills both the criteria of centralized high school 
examination and the criteria of centralized university examination. 

Another way of improving results is to increase granularity of measured points 
in time. This study used two measures at two specific points in time to measure changes 
in performance. One point was at high school graduation and the second one was at 
graduation from university. This gives us an idea on how performance changed from 
one point to another but does not reveal how performance changed between these two 
points. Whether performance changed in a linear function or if there were peaks and 
valleys that correlate with specific happenings in an actor’s social network remains 
hidden. For example, this study does not capture the possibility that friends change 
during the course of an actor’s time at university. When individual performance is 
influenced by friends and friendships change the performance must hence change 
accordingly. There are several ways to improve the study and gain more insights. It is 
easy to just ask for more details in the survey itself. The survey can ask for more grades 
at different points in time or for more information about who was friend with whom at a 
given time. But too many questions in a survey slow down the process of asking 
respondents and this again decreases response rates as participants are less motivated to 
take part in the survey. We therefore need a way to increase amount of information but 
keep the level of time consumption and efforts the respondent has to take as little as 
possible. For example, we can ask each participant for permission to use the university’s 
records on grades. This does not need any further efforts for the participant but gives us 
a lot more data bringing in a higher degree of precision. Despite that we still need data 
on who was a friend with whom and when but because friendships change not as much 
as exams are taken and grades are assigned, there is a likely chance that we can gain 
these records through questionnaires. To measure influence we could then compare ups 
and downs in performance among friends. When there is significant influence we might 
see a similar history of peaks and valleys. 

A second approach to a longitudinal analysis is to follow students throughout 
their time at university. Over a period of three years at the end of each semester we 
could ask students about their grades and their friends during the last semester. This 
might be the highest degree of time and efforts to invest but will definitely unveil the 
most precise information. 

There are other ways of improving the study. Besides increasing degree of detail 
over time we can ask for more details about how friends are truly related. Just being a 



friend does not necessarily mean the same for everyone. For instance, we can ask for 
how much time spent per week with the friend in question. We can also ask for the 
various activities one was involved with a friend. Was it just having some beers in a bar, 
was it studying together for an exam or was it a more the sort of friend you meet at 
parties? The questionnaire can also ask for other external effects that could have an 
impact on grades. Students are involved in activities that do not count for their GPA but 
still take a lot of time and are valuable for their education. But these activities can have 
an impact on the GPA in such as they take up time used for studying thus generating 
lower marks due to poor preparation. But we have to keep in mind that these types of 
data tend to be hardly quantifiable and hard to define precisely. In order to create 
comparable data it is necessary that respondents have a clear understanding of what is 
asked for. If that is not full ensured, it’s not possible to get homogeneous data. But in 
order to isolate effects homogeneous data is necessary. If one student understands friend 
as someone he or she is extremely close with and another respondent understands friend 
as someone he or she meets randomly at university, it is obvious that the data is biased 
as both “friends” have a different influence on the person in question. 

Something that is definitely important is to simply increase the sample size. This 
study relies on a sample size of 63 qualified answers. In some cases where the whole 
group was taken into consideration that was enough to gain significant results but in 
other cases where only subgroups were compared, the size proved too small to derive 
any new and relevant information. The study that examined the influence among 
students of MBA programs used a sample of about 250 students and 62 teams to obtain 
significant results (Timothy T. Baldwin 1997). Another team of researchers conducted 
two multivariate studies of n=139 and n=92 cases (Blickle 1996). The most promising 
case that suffered from a sample size that was too small is the test for correlation 
between friends that performed better in high school than the actor him or herself and 
that actor’s performance by selecting a subgroup of respondents that had a high school 
GPA of 1.9 in common. Testing this group revealed a moderate positive correlation 
between performance of friends and own improvement of 0.221 or 0.224 and 
additionally this group proved to have a significance level of about 0.650 or 0.594 
depending on whether the friend’s performance was measured using the Relative Friend 
Performance Indicator or the second approach. Compared to other test where the 
significance level was above 0.9 easily the smaller significance considering the small 
number of n=8 (n=7 respectively) test records qualifies these tests for further 
investigation. Considering the 250 cases from the MBA study and the 63 cases from this 
study we can conclude that an appropriate number of records starts at 100 and lays 
ideally around 200 and 300. Obviously the more records one has the better the results 
are but the available records show that this sample size can yield useful results.  
Another suggestion questions the general way this study was conducted. What needs to 
be scrutinized is the idea that the correlation needs to be found between friends GPA 
and an actor’s GPA. That the GPA reflects individual performance is not a question but 
it seems as if the GPA is under influence of a sheer uncountable number of external 
effects. This study shows that there is also a correlation between high school GPA and 
university GPA and one can easily think of other factors as personal motivation that 
change as personal aims for life changed. Maybe people outside the friend domain enter 
or leave a person’s circle of influential people. This change in social network influence 
is not captured by this study. A solution could be to step back a step and look at what is 
in between the causal chain of social influence and GPA. As mentioned before there are 
special character traits that are influenced by one’s social network and that have a 
significant influence on one’s GPA. Instead of examining the change of a person’s GPA 
we should look deeper as before at exactly these individual personality traits that define 



the success or failure in university. We should first expand the domain of analyzing the 
social networks influence on character traits towards more parameters and maybe then 
we can suggest that social networks influence a single part of the large number of 
drivers which, as a unit, exert the final and important influence that affects a person’s 
GPA. Blickle (1996), for example, have found that there are two specific personality 
traits that have a strong and significant influence on a person’s academic performance. 
In their study on personality traits, learning strategies and performance they examined 
college students in order to find personality traits that drive academic performance. 
They suggest that conscientiousness correlates highly significantly with learning 
discipline (0.57 and 0.48) and, additionally, they say that openness to experience 
correlates significantly with elaboration (0.49 and 0.39). The suggestion is thus that 
instead of testing a social networks influence on a person’s GPA it is more useful to test 
a social networks influence on both conscientiousness and openness to experiences. In 
case there is a significant correlation it is easier to reason a significant influence of 
social networks on academic performance. What could such a study look like and how 
can we measure one’s social network’s influence on these two traits? 

In order to measure the degree to which a specific target person is either open to 
experience or conscientious Blickle (1996) relied on the NEO Personality Inventory 
(NEO-PI-R) as developed by Costa and McCrae in 1992 and updated to NEO PI-3 in 
2010 (PAR 1992; PAR 2010). This framework enables researches to assess a person’s 
personality according to the big five personality traits as described by McCrae and John 
(1992). Those five personality traits are Extraversion, Agreeableness, 
Conscientiousness, Neuroticism and Openness. These five factors can be further 
specified by various adjectives. For the two for us relevant dimensions 
Conscientiousness and Openness these adjectives are efficient, organized, planful, 
reliable, responsible and thorough respectively artistic, curious, imaginative, insightful, 
original and wide interest.(McCrae and John 1992). 

Once we have assured that we can assess an individual’s personality traits we 
can continue building our study around that. Just as measuring the impact of one’s 
social network on that person’s GPA we can examine a social network’s influence on 
specific personality traits. We will use a longitudinal-analysis of changes of a person’s 
personality and link this data to that person’s social network. In order to accomplish 
that, we need to have at least two points in time where we assess a person’s personality. 
The first assessment will be at start and the following assessments when we can assume 
that an influence has taken place. The differences between both or all assessments will 
be determined. Then, as mentioned before we will create a social network around the 
participants to see who is connected with whom. This will give us the opportunity to 
trace changes through the network. We can then look for correlations between specific 
positions within a network, between actors, specific subgroups of the network or within 
the whole network and changes in personality traits both in the domains of 
conscientiousness and openness. 

The last suggestion for conducting future studies focuses on the group of 
influencing people a specific person has. So far this study concentrated on one’s friends 
in university as the main drivers for influence. The question is whether this assumption 
is sufficient or whether this range of influential people needs to be extended. If we look 
around, it is obvious that one’s personality is not only shaped by those friends one 
relates to during his or her studies. There are more people in everyone’s live throughout 
each and every day that can have a significant influence. Evidence comes from other 
studies. For example, besides examining the influence of friends the studies that used 
the Framingham Heart Study to identify spread of behavior through social networks 
also investigated the influence of family members like spouses and siblings as well as 



neighbors (Christakis and Fowler 2007; Christakis and Fowler 2008; Fowler and 
Christakis 2008; Nicholas A. Christakis 2010). In order to include all influences of 
one’s social network the number of alters needs to be increased and diversified. The 
question is: What is the number of alters needed to conduct a comprehensive study? 
What is the size of a person’s social network? To which degree do individuals in one’s 
social circle influence an actor and do all of them have the same amount of influence? 
Independently from what is practically possible the size of an actor’s social network is 
unlikely to exceed the maximum number of social contacts one individual can maintain. 
There is a number referred to as Dunbar’s number (Dunbar 2010). Dunbar claims to 
have found a maximum number of social contacts one can maintain and that this 
number is about 150. Still, researchers other than Dunbar are in doubts about the exact 
number but studies have shown that it resides between 150 and 300 (Christopher 
McCarty 2001; A. Hernando 2009). 

Despite the uncertainties regarding the degree of influence of individual actors, 
it is important to increase the domain of influences beyond friends for a single reason: 
We need to catch the whole set of influencing actor’s of an individual to be fully able to 
include all relevant changes in his or her environment. In reality this might be close to 
impossible: If we believe Edward Lorenz, inventor of the butterfly effect, catching the 
whole set of influences an individual is exposed to, is almost impossible. The term 
“butterfly effect” is based in chaos theory and sensitive dependence on initial 
conditions. A common example to describe the butterfly effect is that of a ball placed at 
the crest of a hill. The ball, once let go, can roll in a number of different valleys 
depending on slight differences in its initial position. Likewise the slightest occasion in 
an individual’s life can have a severe impact on his or her future (Lorenz 1993). Still, 
increasing the diversity of influencing people is one step towards more reliable results. 

From an exaction perspective, what could be improved when conducting future 
studies? We can assume that getting participants to respond to surveys is and will be a 
difficult task that will not change in the future. Unless any social context is present that 
allows for social punishment, respondents will not change their behavior and respond to 
inquiries faster, more often or more reliably. It will stay a difficult and labor-intense 
task to collect reliable data in a quantity that enables researchers to draw significant 
conclusions. What could have been improved to drive participation numbers are both 
the scope of participants and the way and frequency new snowball-effects were 
triggered. So far the scope was limited to students of Witten/Herdecke University. 
Because of the university’s relatively small number of students the study’s circle of 
potential respondents was already limited. Moving the study to a larger university with 
a multitude of students and respective environmental conditions such as type of degree, 
interconnectivity and density of the student body can supply researchers with more 
significant data. Also of importance is in which way the actual, already existing, 
network is tabbed.  Because the snowball-system repeats itself and the growth and 
therefore the respondents that participate are fully depending on the underlying social 
network’s structure, it is important if not even result-changing in which way the 
snowball-process is started. If initially two students are asked to participate that reside 
close to each other in terms of the social network’s structure, it is highly likely that there 
will be a lot of redundancy of nominations and thus redundancy of potentially next 
participants, slowing down the process of iteration. It is hence recommendable to trigger 
the initial sequence of asking participants to respond by making sure that those 
participants are unlikely to have many common network contacts or are otherwise 
closely related to each other. For example, this could be achieved by triggering the 
process within the same faculty of a university but in different years of study. Or if we 
stick to the same year it could be advisable to initiate the system in two different 



faculties. On the contrary it is important to not include students that are too far away 
from each other. It is important to have a complete network to draw any conclusions. 
Despite the fact that there is just one social network and that we can always only 
determine a sub network which then will eventually connect to a larger, yet still sub 
network, it may take too much time to connect all sub networks together in case they 
were triggered at spots that are not close or closely knit enough. 

This design problem during the phase of evaluation can be addressed by first 
developing relevant models for calculation followed by in-depth testing of these models 
with sample data. Then it is important to refine the models until they return the desired 
results. Only when the statistical models are created and tested, one can continue with 
designing the appropriate questionnaire that is able to collect the data required. 
Approaching the task in this way ensures that we do not lack important pieces of 
information when computing the models with real data later on.  

2.5 Results 

The introductory question was whether a person’s performance in life depends on with 
whom he or she is befriended or not. After having examined different cases involving 
the data from the online survey we can conclude that there is indeed proof that this 
dependency exists. 

I found a vague correlation between an actors’ GPA and his or her surrounding 
networks’ GPA average. As expected due to the small sample the results are statistically 
not significant, but still give an idea on the direction the research goes. I found a 
positive correlation of 0.436 (0.713 significance, n=3) for the variables most-central-
actor’s GPA and subgroup GPA average. 

When using eigenvector as the method of determining the most central actor one 
could assume the correlation to be stronger than for InDegree centrality. My research 
does not follow this assumption revealing a smaller positive correlation of 0.132 with 
less significance of 0.916 considering the same n=3. 

In the second test run I found that the different GPAs of friends lie closer to each 
other than the GPAs that can be found in a full social network. The average standard 
deviation within first-level-friendships is 0.2507 and 0.2492 within the twelve high-
density test groups. The random control group’s standard deviation is 0.2730 and the 
whole network shows a standard deviation of 0.2867. 

From an ego-centered analysis we can deduct that the sum of all friends being 
better or worse in their high school GPA than the actor (represented by the Relative 
Friend Performance Score) are a strong indicator to the actor’s performance. The test 
data revealed a highly significant (0.001) medium to high correlation of 0.684 (n=63) 
suggesting that actors with many better performing friends improved more than actors 
with less better performing friends. 

Unfortunately these results are highly controversial and need to be questioned. 
There is a logical flaw in the argumentation. The flaw resides in the fact that there is a 
highly negative correlation of -0.873 (0.001 significance, n=63) between low high 
school grades and improvement from high school to university. Students that performed 
poorly in high school tend to improve more than students that were high achievers in 
high school. Once thought about, the flaw is obvious: Having many friends that 
performed better in high school is a significant indicator (0.764 correlation, 0.001 
significance and n=63) for having performed poorly. It is easy to see and it is simple 
logic that the worst student will only have friends that did better and the best student 
will only have friends that did worse than him or her. That implies that there is a higher 
probability of having lots of better friends if your own performance was poor. The 
Relative Friend Performance Score is therefore, as shown above, a reversed proxy for 



high school grade. If we now look at the high correlation between high school grades 
and improvement alone we can assume that we can find the reason for the individual 
improvement in performance within the high school grade and that the Relative Friend 
Performance Score is less reliable when predicting improvements and influence than 
assumed. When we control for high school GPA it reveals that the correlation between 
Relative Friend Performance Score and individual improvement is almost nonexistent 
(0.056 correlation, 0.668 significance, n=60). But instead of mathematically ignoring 
the influence of the individual high school performance in  
 

 
 Standard 

deviation 

Correlation Significance N

Most-central-actors vs. sub group 

GPA Average (InDegree) 

 0.436 0.713 3 

Most-central-actors vs. sub group 

GPA Average (eigenvector) 

 0.132 0.916  

First-level-friendships 0.2507    

High-density test groups 0.2492    

Random control groups 0.2730    

Whole network 0.2867    

Individual improvement vs. 

Relative Friend Performance Score 

 0.521 0.186 8 

Individual Improvement vs. the 

friend’s performance as a whole 

 0.221 0.650 7 

Tbl. 1: Results of statistical analysis 

 



order to remove that bias we can also remove the bias by only selecting cases that 
include the same high school GPA. In the data sample the GPA represented by the most cases 
was 1.9 which was mentioned in eight cases. If we calculate the correlation between Relative 
Friend Performance Score and performance improvement for these n=8 cases we are 
presented with a 0.521 correlation at a low significance of 0.186. Because of the low 
significance we cannot assume the correlation to be statistically correct but considering the 
small sample size we can clearly see the tendency. 
Despite the bias in the overall correlation between Relative Friend Performance Score and 
individual performance we can still conclude that there is a small shad of light regarding an 
existing correlation when considering cases having the same underlying preconditions. Yet, 
this correlation needs proper research and confirmation.  

And finally, I found that just relying on the friends’ average GPA’s as the relative 
performance indicator is less significant than the Relative Friend Performance Score. 

I calculated a medium positive correlation of 0.579 (0.001 significance, n=59) between 
an actor’s improvement in performance and having either friends that performed better or 
worse. We have to keep in mind that the same bias applies as mentioned before: Actors also 
improve when having performed poorly in high school. Controlling for high school GPA 
reveals no existing correlation (-0.004 correlation, 0.974 significance, n=56). But using cases 
with the same high school GPA and thus the same preconditions I could find a slightly 
positive correlation of 0.221 (0.650 significance, n=7). As already mentioned before, this 
needs strong verification and confirmation by using a larger sample of data. 

Still, it is difficult to constitute a definite answer. In most cases the underlying data 
was not large enough to return any statistically significant results. The influence of network-
wide InDegree and eigenvector centrality was calculated from a sample base of three samples. 
The ego-centered influences of friend’s GPAs on own performance was lastly calculated from 
a sample of eight valid data sets. Despite the fact that the methods and models applied are 
able to deliver relevant results, the number of sample records needs to be increased in order to 
allow deep and meaningful insights. 
 With regard to GPA standard deviation among friends and within the whole network it 
is necessary to keep in mind the biases that follow self-selection. Self-selection biases are a 
common problem in sociology. Generally, these are biases that evolve when groups of 
research participants are formed in a way that implies imbalanced, non-randomly appearances 
of specific attributes. For example, in case we start a similar self-repeating, social network 
based study and the fist participant is student at a girls-only high school we obviously end up 
with an imbalance of participants towards girls. Because it is a widely known form of bias, 
many scholars have dedicated significant time researching this topic (Kleinbaum, Kupper et 
al. 1982; Bergstrand, Vedin et al. 1983; Benfante, Reed et al. 1989; Sogaard, Selmer et al. 
2004). In our situation the self-selection bias might occur because friendships are not set up 
randomly but friends rather find themselves due to common features. Moreover friends tend 
to be similar towards “their school attitudes, their educational aspirations, and their actual 
achievement” (Berndt 1982). The question that needs to be clarified is therefore, what 
direction of cause is dominant. Is the standard deviation of GPAs among friends lower 
because individuals tend to look out for similar individuals to be friends with or is it rather the 
case that friends tend to influence each other towards their achievements? 
 Concerning the influence of the most-central actor on the sub network we should keep 
in mind why most researchers consider centrality to be influential. Here, in this study, the 
argumentation is that being central equals being influential because centrality comes from the 
number of nominations an actor receives from others. The more actors vote on someone as 
being influential the higher that person’s centrality index is. In common literature on social 
network analysis one of the fundamental explanatory tenets is that centrality implies influence 
because centrality implies access to relevant and valued resources (Timothy T. Baldwin 1997; 



Raymond T. Sparrowe 2001; Granovetter 2005). There is a discrepancy in the backgrounds on 
why centrality is influential. Both explanations are valid because they ground on different 
types and different functions of the underlying network. In this study we do not examine the 
flow of novel information or information as such. Instead, we try to find out what influences 
arise from actors that are directly nominated as influential. The indicator here is the 
nomination of an actor by someone else and not the mere fact of friendship. At its base 
centrality is the number of connections one actor has to others7. This holds true independently 
of what a connection symbolizes. If it symbolizes the flow of information, the most central 
actors have access to the most information. If it symbolizes direction of influence, the most 
central actors are those of the highest influence. 

3 Discussion 

With every study in every field of research it is important to evaluate the results towards their 
relevance with respect to existing research and practical application. In this chapter I will 
elaborate on implications for business practices, the studies’ limitations and strength and I 
will give suggestions for further research. I will close my work with a conclusion. The part 
regarding implications for business practices is intended to put the results in a professional 
context. I will give suggestions on how team management and team building should be done 
in order to improve team performance. I will then continue writing about the limitations and 
strength of this work from a general perspective. The questions here are to what extend we 
can trust the results and how far we can go to ground future action on these results. The 
section on future research is then intended to refer to implications for researches conducting 
similar studies in the future as well as researchers in the same field of social network and 
performance analysis. As the last part I will give a wrap-up on the study, its results and its 
future implications.  

3.1 Implications for business practices 

Practical recommendations on team management and team building can be found constantly 
in research literature. In current research there is a relatively large body of research on team 
performance. Paris et. al. (2000) found about eight concepts of teamwork and team 
performance. Cohen et. al. 1997 selected 200 articles and focused on 54 studies that included 
measures of team effectiveness between January 1990 and April 1996. In their review they 
present “a heuristic framework for team effectiveness that illustrates recent trends in the 
literature”. Yang et. al. (2004) evaluated team performance of information system 
development teams and the respective social network structure to find parallels. 

Keeping in mind the results of studies by Christakis and Fowler, we can draw 
recommendations for business practices from two main aspects of the study: First, there is the 
introduction of the Relative Friend Performance Score in combination with the standard 
deviation model and second, there is the concept of self-selection. 
 The Relative Friend Performance Score is a measure indicating to which extent any 
individual is under influence of his or her peers. Peers that perform better, have a positive 
influence on the individual’s performance and peers that perform less have a negative 
influence on the individuals’ performance. In other words, when working in a team, the top-
performers tend to drop in performance whereas the low-performers tend to improve. 
Consequently, the team member’s individual performances will eventually be brought into 

                                                 
7 In reality centrality is more complex enabling researchers to differentiate between incoming and outgoing 

connections as well as to do recursive calculations of connections with individual weighting of the 
sender or recipient (Wasserman and Faust 1995). 



line and will center on the average performance of all team members. When we look at the 
standard deviation model we can see that friends tend to be closer in performance than on 
average, thus supporting this assumption. This finding has an influence on how teams should 
be assigned. We can say that teams should be assigned with the required output later on. Top-
performers can increase the output; low-performers can decrease the output. But eventually 
the performances of each team member will be aligned and reside on an average level. We 
can say that team performance is a null sum game. A low-performer can make the added 
value of a top-performance irrelevant. Hence, when setting up project teams the expected 
outcome will be the same as if all team members were average-performers. A side question 
that is imposed here is that of the lasting of performance. Do performance decreases of top 
performers that happen within a team last even after the team formation has been resolved? Or 
do changes in performance only happen while the team is active, having no impact on further 
performance? 
 Attention should also be paid to the overall setting of the team. Just putting together 
members according to their performance to get a desired output is not enough. There might be 
the case where top performers are not motivated enough to work with low performers and 
thus reduce the effort of their work or limit access to information and resources. In a different 
setting, low performing team members may be hesitating putting forth their ideas or 
requesting information and resources from top performing team members due to a lack of 
credibility. Another reason might be that “high-ability groups will exceed the additive 
capacities of individual team members” (Bowers, Pharmer et al. 2000) again resulting in a 
drop of performance. This can be due to various extrinsic and intrinsic motivations. 
Researchers say that “interpersonal dimensions may restrict the performance of diverse 
teams” (Bowers, Pharmer et al. 2000). It is therefore necessary to keep a certain level of 
equality within a team to prevent drops in performance caused by the team setting yet 
allowing enough space for team members to benefit from their differences. 

3.2 Limitation, strength and further research 

When we look at this study and this paper from a more distant perspective we can see 
limitations and strength the lie herein. With every work it is important to measure and define 
the extent to which it has an impact on current and future research. With regard to this paper 
we can conclude the following. By applying methods of social network analysis to deduct a 
study on influence among students on performance, this paper further fosters awareness for 
the field of social network influence research. It emphasizes the importance and relevance of 
conducting studies on the question to which extend friendship is an indicator for influence 
when it comes to individual academic performance. By doing so, it opens up new ideas on 
how to approach social network influence studies that are focused on performance evaluation. 
Especially, it extends the theme of social influence research into the domain of students. 
 A first field test gives suggestions that have been tested in a real environment. By 
conducting a real study as the foundation for this paper, relevant information, knowledge and 
key experiences can be shared that have been made and acquired during the phases of 
conceptualization, execution and evaluation. By reaching out to use online questionnaire and 
web technology to apply statistical models and social network analysis to students and 
academic performance, this paper is able to give recommendations and suggestions on how to 
further improve the methods and models applied. Future research will profit from these 
experiences as basic and fundamental mistakes during the design phase can be prevented. 
This study does not provide full and comprehensive research results but is a clear indicator for 
future research. It gives profound reason to conduct further and more fundamental research 
projects in the field of social network influence and social network analysis. It serves as a first 
introduction of future researches into the field of social network influence analysis, explaining 
a specific way of conducting a study and what results one can expect. 



This paper raises a significant number of questions that remain unanswered. These are 
possible cases where future research can hook in and further foster the examination of social 
network influence. Research should therefore pay attention to and consider the key outcomes 
of this study. Basic issues are a way to decreases the creation of biases during the phase of 
conceptualization. What are main drivers of biases and how they can be eliminated? Are 
private versus public universities an important factor? How do we reduce the inaccuracy that 
is brought in by too subjective means of grading high school students? To which extent are 
the results distorted by human teachers evaluating students’ performance? Also of importance 
is the degree to which influence on academic performance is transported through the network. 
Christakis et. al. discovered that most the time influence keeps within a distance of three 
degrees (Christakis and Fowler 2007; Christakis and Fowler 2008; Fowler and Christakis 
2008; Nicholas A. Christakis 2010). A friend of a friend of a friend is the last one that has an 
influence on oneself. Does this rule also apply to the subject of academic performance? Also 
of importance is the question, to which degree the findings of this paper are valid in a working 
environment.  Do people behave the same way in a professional environment? Is professional 
performance as much influenced by the own social network as academic performance among 
students? If yes, what else are recommendations and suggestions that businesses should 
consider in their day-to-day operations? If not, what are the main drivers for professional 
performance from a social network point of view? Is it possible to apply these findings to 
form recommendations for governments on educational politics? Should school kids be 
separated in school to allow the higher performing students to keep their level or should all 
pupils attend one school allowing the low performing children to improve further? 

3.3 Conclusion 

This paper extended the idea of influence due to relations within a social network to the new 
field of academic performance measurement among students. The underlying question was, 
whether academic performance is under influence of one’s social network of friends. In order 
to answer these questions this paper explained the conducted study and its findings and gave 
suggestions and recommendations to improve studies of this kind in the future. I first 
introduced the GPA as a quantifiable and objective way to measure academic performance. 
The advantage was that all students underwent the same evaluation through high school and 
GPA and when comparing high school GPA and university GPA a longitudinal aspect came 
into play. In order to measure the influence that is evident I conducted a web-based survey 
that collected information of GPAs and friendships of each participant and created a social 
network from the resulting data. 
 Statistical models were used to extract relevant information from the existing data. 
The results can be divided on either a network-wide or an ego-centered perspective.  
Regarding the network-wide perspective I found a positive but highly insignificant correlation 
(0.437 correlation, 0.713 significance, n=3) between the grades of the most central actor of a 
social network and the social network itself. When looking at how far away GPAs of close 
friends lie, I could find that GPAs of friends lie closer to each other than on average of a 
random control group. Still, we have to keep in mind that these results might be biased by 
self-selection as people tend to be friends with those who are similar to themselves. On an 
ego-centered view I introduced the Relative Friend Performance Score that allows 
quantification of social impact on academic performance. The score itself is calculated by 
increasing the value by one for each friend that does better than the actor him or herself. For 
each friend that does worse than the actor the value is decreased by one. In the end the 
correlation between the Relative Friend Performance Score and the degree to which a specific 
actor increased his academic performance lies at 0.521 (0.186 significance, n=8). In a second 
ego-centered test I used the group of friends as a whole in comparison to the actor to draw 
conclusions on to which extent the group of friends is influential towards the actor’s academic 



performance. Here the average GPA of the group was compared to the actor’s GPA indicating 
whether the friends performed better or worse in high school than the actor him or herself. In 
case the friends did perform better, an increase in performance was expected. In case the 
friends did perform worse, a decrease was expected. The results for this test featured a 
correlation of 0.221 (0.650 significance, n=7). 
 Interpreting the results I found that the model itself is usably and applicable but the 
number of records used needs to be increased in order to allow deep and meaningful insights. 
Also self-selection biases can be a significant source of errors in calculations as the 
participant collection process is self-triggered and therefore depending on where the process 
was started. Also the definition and application of centrality is different in this study. 
Researchers generally refer to centrality as a specific access to information rather than being 
influential. In this study the concept of centrality is applied to influence still following the 
definition of centrality. 
 Regarding recommendations for future research the paper refers to the phases of 
conceptualization, execution and evaluation. The snow ball system that helped driving the 
number of participants proved useful in this study. Privacy issues were an aspect that was 
important to think about from the very beginning. Important with regards to biases is, to 
further increase the degree of objectivity. In order to accomplish this goal it is necessary to 
examine students that underwent centralized examinations in both high school and university. 
Further, to improve results it is important to increase granularity of measured points in time. 
This could be realized by using transcripts of record of each participant provided by the 
university and further details about friends in the questionnaires. Another way to accomplish 
that is to follow students throughout their time at university observing the evolution of 
friendships and grades as they happen. Of fundamental importance is to increase sample size. 
Most the time results lacked significance due to a small number of participants. Increasing 
that number can help receiving more relevant results. The study also reveals that it might be 
useful not to directly examine changes in the GPA but to look at changes in specific character 
traits that have the most impact on the GPA. These character traits are conscientiousness and 
openness to experience. The advantage of this approach is that it offers a way to better isolate 
the influential drivers for academic performance. Following that, it is important to increase 
the diversity of influencing people to gain more reliable results. Reason for that is the fact that 
a person’s individual academic performance is not just influenced by that person’s friends but 
also by other people in his or her environment.  
 With respect to the phase of execution among important positive factors was the 
availability of contact details for possible respondents that simplified execution. A lean design 
of the questionnaire and a thoughtful personalization of invitation e-mails as well as 
mentioning urgency and building on social relationships drove response rates to the 
maximum. In order to fill gaps in the social network that were the result of the self-driven 
selection process of participants it was necessary to follow up on invitation e-mails manually. 
This proved especially important when the person in question was sitting at a from a social 
networking perspective central position. This task emerged as the most difficult and time 
consuming aspect of the data collection but is one of the difficulties that remain unsolvable as 
habits of potential participants are not changeable. In order to increase participation numbers 
it is also valuable and useful to increase the scope of participants and the way and frequency 
new snow ball effects are triggered. Methods to succeed here are to either include larger 
universities where student numbers within a single subject are higher or include more students 
vertically by letting different years and generations participate. 

Lastly, during evaluation it can be stated that underlying models were defined too 
vaguely resulting in missing data when doing calculations and comparisons. This design 
problem can be addressed by developing and testing relevant models in advance and then 
proceeding towards questionnaire design. 



 The results of this study are also applicable to business practices. Regarding team 
building and team management we can assume a similar influence from peers on actors. 
Consequently, team member’s individual performance within a team will be brought into line 
with other team members resulting in an overall team performance that is the same as if all 
team members were performing on average. We can therefore state that team performance is a 
null sum game where low performing members take up the value added by high performing 
members. But even though team performance zeros in on an average performance, too 
heterogeneous teams are underperforming as there are social conflicts that prevent individual 
team members to exert their full potential. It is therefore necessary to maintain a certain level 
of equality within a team yet allowing enough space for team members to benefit from their 
differences. 

 Beyond recommendations for business practices this paper is a field test that has been 
tested in a real environment and therefore functions as a model for future research. It does not 
provide full and comprehensive research results but is a clear indicator to conduct further and 
more fundamental research in the field of social network influence. Among issues for further 
research there is a way or method to decrease the creation of biases during the phase of 
conceptualization. There are also the questions whether the many times postulated three-
degree-of-influence rule also applies to academic performance and whether professional 
performance is as much influenced by social networks as is academic performance. Lastly, the 
question for applicability to governmental and public issues such as education politics is 
raised. 

Social network analysis is regarded as a powerful way to examine social behavior and it 
is hoped that this research could contribute to and inspire future research. 
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